
Effective Debt Recovery Strategies for UK SMEs: A Comprehensive Guide 

Introduction 

As a business owner of small and medium enterprises (SMEs), maintaining a steady cash 
flow is crucial for sustained growth and operational stability. A significant challenge many 
SMEs face is managing their accounts receivable effectively to minimise overdue payments. 
These challenges often arise from setting unclear targets and responsibilities around financial 
risk mitigation. 

In the UK, five and a half million SMEs write off six billion pounds every year, an eye-
watering number. What’s even more concerning is that approximately 70% of this six billion 
is written off unnecessarily because people don’t know how to get help. They think that 
collection agencies are out of reach, and sometimes they are because they’re very selective 
about who they take on board. You can't go to them with an invoice for £100, usually, 
because the onboarding process for them is so expensive. 
GetPaid is an app integrated with Xero to simplify the debt recovery process.  

 
Try GetPaid today to efficiently collect unpaid invoices and simplify your debt collec:on 
process 

https://apps.xero.com/uk/app/getpaid#overview
https://apps.xero.com/uk/app/getpaid#overview


 

Importance of Clear Financial Targets and Responsibilities 

By setting clear targets, SMEs can maintain a steady cash flow, which is essential for 
covering operational expenses, investing in growth opportunities, and ensuring overall 
financial stability. Targets provide a clear direction for the team, making the debt recovery 
process more efficient and effective. 

Without clear responsibilities, unpaid invoices can slip through the cracks, leading to delayed 
payments. This can severely impact cash flow, making it difficult for businesses to manage 
their day-to-day operations and potentially causing a financial strain that hinders growth. 

To address these challenges, GetPaid offers an innovative solution integrated with Xero. 
GetPaid simplifies the debt recovery process through seamless integration with debt 
collection agencies and real-time monitoring. This tool is designed to help SMEs efficiently 
collect unpaid invoices while maintaining ethical practices. 

Implementing a Debt Recovery Policy in Your T&Cs 

Implementing a comprehensive debt recovery policy is fundamental. Terms and Conditions 
(T&Cs) serve not only as a legal safeguard but also as a proactive measure to prevent 
misunderstandings and expedite debt recovery processes when issues arise. A clear policy for 
debt recovery should include timelines for follow-ups and escalation procedures, as outlined 
in the T&Cs. T&Cs outline payment terms, late payment penalties, and dispute resolution 
mechanisms, setting clear expectations for both parties involved. 

Ensure all agreements are documented and confirmed in writing, forming the basis of your 
debt recovery policy. SMEs should regularly review and update their T&Cs to align with 
legal requirements and industry standards, ensuring they provide adequate protection against 
payment delays and disputes. 

https://apps.xero.com/uk/app/getpaid#overview
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Leveraging Customer Data for Effective Debt Recovery 

Implementing CRM systems or database management tools can centralise customer data, 
making it easily accessible for debt recovery purposes. Xero’s customer database is perfectly 
structured and plays together with GetPaid a vital role in recording overdue status and 
targeted communication strategies, such as personalised reminders or follow-up calls, to 
improve collection efforts. 

Xero Automate invoice reminders by implementing systems that notify customers of overdue 
payments at regular intervals. Set up automated email reminders through accounting software 
or CRM systems to send polite but firm notifications on overdue invoices. Customise 
reminder templates to include invoice details, payment instructions, and consequences of 
non-payment, such as late fees or escalation to debt collection agencies. 

By automating reminder processes, SMEs can maintain proactive communication with 
customers and increase the chances of prompt payment resolutions. 

GetPaid integrates seamlessly with Xero, centralising customer data from multiple businesses 
and utilising features like the reminder service for credit control processes. GetPaid uses 
standard Xero authentication and API integration to pull relevant data, primarily Contacts and 
Invoice details, without writing back to Xero. If the internal process hasn’t worked after three 
reminders, GetPaid acts as the goalkeeper to get the cash in at the back end. 

Embracing Automation and Simplification: 

GetPaid bridges the gap between SMEs and debt collection agencies through a marketplace 
where you can choose the right agency for your needs. The entire process is pre-configured 
and pre-negotiated, eliminating the need to ring around or send samples. Simply click on the 
right debt collection agency, send the instruction, and that's it. Professionals handle overdue 
invoices, negotiate payment plans, or initiate legal proceedings if necessary. 

Automation ensures that debt recovery processes are timely and consistent, which is critical 
for maintaining healthy cash flow and financial stability. Automating the debt recovery 
process ensures that unpaid invoices are addressed promptly, improving cash flow. This 
allows businesses to better manage their financial obligations and invest in growth 
opportunities. 

Using technology platforms like GetPaid on Xero, SMEs can streamline the process of 
engaging debt collection services. GetPaid integrates with accounting systems to facilitate 
seamless transfer of overdue invoices to selected collection agencies, ensuring efficient 
handling and tracking of recovery efforts. This results in a perfectly integrated app that 
provides a smooth and effective user experience. 
Say goodbye to manual follow-ups. Automate your debt collec:on with GetPaid on Xero. 
Sign up now for a 30-day free trial! 
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Conclusion 

Creating a comprehensive debt recovery strategy requires proactive planning, clear 
communication, and strategic use of resources. By setting SMART targets, defining clear 
responsibilities, automating processes, and safeguarding contractual rights, SMEs can 
enhance their ability to manage accounts receivable effectively. Embrace technology-driven 
solutions and professional support when necessary to optimise debt recovery outcomes and 
maintain financial health. 

Implementing these strategies not only improves cash flow management but also strengthens 
customer relationships through transparent and efficient debt recovery practices. As SMEs 
navigate economic challenges and market uncertainties, a robust debt recovery strategy 
becomes a crucial asset for sustaining growth, minimising financial risks, and fostering long-
term business success. 

GetPaid offers small businesses the same services as blue-chip companies. They handle the 
debt collection process, allowing businesses to focus on their core activities. GetPaid helps 
you get your process in order, improves your practices and steps in when internal processes 
don’t result in payments.  

Typical strategies are: 
1. Instructing all invoices for collection in GetPaid immediately after the 3rd reminder 
2. Identify all invoices above a certain age (f.e. older than 60 days) and instruct GetPaid 
3. Identify all invoices above a certain amount (f.e. £1k) and instruct in GetPaid 

They offer flexible subscription plans to suit different business sizes and needs, with the 
advantage of choosing a plan that aligns with your business requirements. 
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By incorporating GetPaid into your debt recovery strategy, you can streamline processes, 
reduce manual efforts, and ensure timely payments, ultimately supporting the growth and 
sustainability of your business 

Start your free 30-day trial with GetPaid today and experience a seamless debt recovery 
process. 
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